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 I started this project with the hopes of creating something that was peaceful and 
pleasant to view. I started with my color scheme and picked blue, as it reminds me of the ocean 
and sky, two expansive and never-ending chasms that I always look to to calm my mind. I chose 
a contrasting yellow tone to accompany the blue to create a pop of interest in the composition. 
Because it’s a collage, I then had to Google many images that remind me of tranquil thoughts 
and a calm mind. Gradient colors, birds, butterflies (wildlife in general), and flowers radiated a 
sense of peacefulness, and so I experimented with various types of birds, insects, and flowers 
until I determined the best pairing. Creating the collage in photoshop could be time-consuming 
based on the image I was cutting out and the quality of the image, but it came together rather 
smoothly. 
 The piece is strong in that it directs the viewer’s attention toward the woman and circle in 
the center. The diagonal line created by the form of her shoulder and neck guides the viewer’s 
eye from the bird sitting on her shoulder to the butterfly near the top of her head. The colors 
create strong contrast between the woman and the creatures around her, but using a solid color 
background also limited the amount of depth in the work. Different ground can be identified by 
the placement of the objects, such as the butterfly behind the flowers and the gradient circle 
behind the woman. The work could have been improved in the aspect of texture, as all of the 
components are made up of photos rather than textured strokes. Movement and pattern could 
have been utilized in the movement of the butterfly or bird, as well as the pattern in these 
movements. 
 This piece demonstrates the idea of tranquility, as the title suggests. As of recent years, 
the stress and anxiety of growing up and finding my path in life has led me to live in a constant 
state of fear and worry. I wanted to get out of my head and depict an uplifting message of 
brighter days and a happier mind. Surrounding myself with things that I find peaceful and 
beautiful calm my mind and allow me to be more productive by toning down my anxiety. Digital 
collage artist SLip was inspiration for the composition, as their art uses a variety of saturated 
colors and surrealist realities. I attempted to represent their colorful and experimentative mind in 
using different shapes and objects to create an interesting composition. 
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